
INNOVATION, GRANTS, TECHNOLOGY 
AND TRADE COMMITTEEMOTION

Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) is currently undertaking a $5.5 billion modernization program at Los 
Angeles International Airport (LAX) focused on improving access to and from the airport, reducing traffic congestion and 
enhancing the overall passenger experience. This project, the LAX Landside Access Modernization Program (LAMP), is 
the largest public works project in the history of the City of Los Angeles and is scheduled to be completed by 2023.

LAX is currently the busiest origin and destination airport in the world with more passengers either beginning or 
ending their trip at LAX. In 2015, LAX transported 74.9 million passengers making it the third busiest airport in the 
United States, and seventh busiest in the world. As these statistics continue to grow, so will the demand for the LAX 
LAMP program’s much needed infrastructure improvements in order to effectively manage access into and out of LAX.

The LAX LAMP program includes several components including an Automated People Mover (APM) system 
that will connect passengers to and from the terminals at LAX to a new Consolidated Rental Car Facility, two Intermodal 
Transportation Facilities, and the countywide Metro rail system. The program will also include a comprehensive network 
of roadway improvements in and around the airport to improve access to the proposed facilities. Collectively, these 
facilities will work together to improve the passenger experience at LAX by alleviating current and future traffic 
congestion, and providing the traveling public with new reliable access points into and out of the airport.

Over the past few years, LAW A has worked diligently to prepare the environmental and procurement 
documentation needed to successfully deliver the LAX LAMP program by 2023. To date, LAWA has meet each of their 
major milestones including the 2014 selection of the APM system’s preferred alignment and connection to the Metro Rail 
system, the 2015 release of the Initial Study and Notice of Preparation for the Environmental Impact Report for the LAX 
LAMP program, the release of the APM Operating System Supplier Eligibility Determination in March of 2016, the June 
2016 release of the Request for Qualifications for the construction of the APM system, the September 2016 release of the 
Draft Environmental Impact Report for the LAX LAMP program, and the most recent October 2016 release of the 
Request for Qualifications for the construction of the Terminal Cores and APM Interface. These are all major milestones 
LAWA has successfully met in order to prepare the City of Los Angeles for constructing the world-class LAX LAMP 
program.

As LAWA’s procurement efforts continue with the future release of Request for Proposals for the LAX LAMP 
program, the City of Los Angeles stands firm in its commitment to support LAWA and their successful implementation of 
this program by 2023.

I THEREFORE MOVE to request that Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) provide a report and presentation 
on the LAX LAMP program’s procurement strategy and construction timeline, and inform the City Council on how the 
City can best support LAWA’s efforts to complete the program by no later than 2023. The report and presentation shall 
include, but not be limited to: 1) an overview of the LAX LAMP program’s proposed facilities and each of their 
goals/objectives; 2) details regarding the LAX LAMP program's procurement and construction timelines; 3) a summary 
of the procurement documents released to date (i.e. Eligibility Determinations, Request for Qualifications and Request for 
Proposals), and upcoming procurement documents that will be released in order for LAWA to select a qualified team to 
design, build, finance, operate and maintain the LAX LAMP program; 4) a summary of the approval processes the LAX 
LAMP program will need to go through; and 5) how the City Council can best support LAWA’s efforts to complete the 
program by no later than 2023.
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